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EDGE-TO-CLOUD 
SOLUTION FOR 

AI CITIES
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IVA FOR SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY

Access Control

Retail Analytics

Traffic Engineering

Forensic Analysis

Public Transit

Securing Critical Infrastructure

Parking Management

Managing Logistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cameras are everywhere. Infact it is estimated that there will be about a billion cameras by 2020. They are found in parking lots to shopping malls. They represent perhaps the most deployed IOT sensors out here. And it’s a super rich sensor. Extracting meaningful insights from these cameras can help bringing operational efficiency and safety. They are used for access control at airports, understanding the crowds at train stations, to help designing better roadways. The potential of using video analytics to enormous and can truly help make our cities intelligent. 
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AI CITY NEEDS SCALABILITY – AN EDGE TO 
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally in the context of deployment its often asked where will the intelligence to process this video be. Will it be on the edge or in the cloud. We believe - it will be everywhere – from the cloud to the edge. It will depend on the use case and deployment scenario. Sometimes we need intelligence in the cameras where the connectivity is a problem or the deployment is very sparse. Other times it can be on premise like a shopping mall. Other times it can be in the cloud.  
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NVIDIA METROPOLIS —
AI CITY EDGE TO CLOUD

CLOUD
Training and Inference

EDGE AND ON-PREMISES
Inference

JETSON TESLA TESLA

TENSORRT  DEEPSTREAM

Camera NVR Server Data center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To enable this edge to cloud connectivity we created a platform called Metropolis. It brings hardware and software together to to help understand video. Deepstream SDK offers a scalable framework for developing these IVA applications. 
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NVIDIA T4 UNIVERSAL INFERENCE 
ACCELERATOR

T4 and Turing performance projections and specifications are preliminary and subject to change without notice.

Programmable Acceleration 
at Scale

Inference
Next-Generation Inference with 

Turing Tensor Cores for 
FP16, INT8, INT4, INT1

Video & Graphics
2x User Density vs P4

2x Video Decode Capability vs P4

DL Training 
Entry Level Training SKU with 

Turing Tensor Cores 

65 TFLOPs FP16

80+ TOPs INT8

160+ TOPs INT4

320 Turing Tensor Cores
2,560 CUDA Cores
65 FP16 TFLOPS 
130 INT8 TOPS  |  260 INT4 TOPS
16GB |  320GB/s
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JETSON AGX XAVIER
World’s first AI computer for 
Autonomous Machines

AI Server Performance in 30W  15W  10W
512 Volta CUDA Cores  2x NVDLA
8 Core CPU
32 DL TOPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that’s why we built Jetson AGX Xavier.The world’s first AI Computer for autonomous machines.AGX is NVIDIA’s family of systems for autonomous machines. All based on the same Xavier architecture.Xavier is remarkable because it has 6 different computers:�- Volta GPU, ARM CPU, a deep learning acceleration engine, a programmable vision accelerator, a video processing engine, and an image signal processor. It’s the first architecture developed from the ground up for autonomous machines.Jetson AGX Xavier uses the same Xavier the same underlying chip used by Drive AGX Pegasus, our automotive platform.
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JETSON AGX XAVIER
JETSON TX2 JETSON AGX XAVIER

GPU 256 Core Pascal 512 Core Volta

DL Accelerator - NVDLA x 2

Vision 
Accelerator

- VLA – 7 way VLIW Processor

CPU 6 core Denver and A57 CPUs 8 core Carmel CPUs

Memory 8 GB 128 bit LPDDR4
58.4 GB/s

16 GB 256 bit LPDDR4x
137 GB/s

Storage 32 GB eMMC 32 GB eMMC

Video Encode 2x 4K @30
HEVC

2x 4K @ 60 / 4x 4K @30
HEVC

Video Decode 2x 4K @30
12 bit support

2x 8K @ 30 / 8x 4K @30
12 bit support

Camera Up to 6 cameras
CSI2 D-PHY 1.2 2.5Gbps/lane

Up to 8 cameras
CSI2 D-PHY 1.2 2.5 Gbps/lane

Mechanical 50mm x 87mm
400 pin connector

100mm x 87mm 
699 pin connector

New!

+2

x4

x2

x2

New!

New!

New!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to compare summarize the specs of Jetson AGX Xavier to Jetson TX2. Jetson AGX Xavier moves to the Volta architecture, it adds new engines for AI and computer vision, new CPU architecture and moves to 8 cores, we doubled the memory size and more than doubled the memory bandwidth, increased the video encode and decode and added two more camera ports. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE 
BASICS
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INTELLIGENT VIDEO ANALYTICS
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DEEPSTREAM 2.0

Jetson, Tesla

Linux, CUDA

TensorRT Multimedia APIs/ Video Codec 
SDK

Imaging Metadata Description

User Applications

DeepStream SDK

Video/image capture and processing plugins 

Flexible and scalable graphsPlugins (build with open source, 3rd party, NV) Development Tools

Communications plugins 

DNN inference/TensorRT plugins 

3rd party library plugins … … 

End to end reference applications 

App building/configuration tools

Plugin templates and adaptation guides

DEC

CUDA TRT

CUDA TRT

ENC

TRT

CUDA

VID
SINK

RTSP
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GSTREAMER

Src Plugin src Filter Plugin Sink Pluginsink src sink

BIN

Plugin1 Plugin2src sink

PIPELINE

SOURCE BIN PROCESS BIN SINK BIN

Video
File Decoder Scale Filter Display

Component Function

PLUGINS Basic building block connected 
through PADs

BINS
A container for a collection of 
plugins

PIPELINE
Top level bin providing a bus and 
managing the synchronization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets spent some time understanding basic concepts for GstreamerIt comprises of 1) Plugins Source elements generate data for use by a pipelineFilters and filter-like elements have both input and outputs pads. They operate on data that they receive on their input (sink) pads, and will provide data on their output (source) pads.Sink elements are end points in a media pipeline. They accept data but do not produce anything2) BINS – Multiple plugins can come together to achieve a functionality and hence BINS3) PIPELINE – It’s a bus and its most critical component of Gstreamer.
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GSTREAMER

Gstreamer

Application

Bus

Pipeline

Video 
File Decoder Scale Filter Display

buffers

messages

messages events queries

buffers buffersbuffers

Object Function

Buffers Pass streaming data between plugins in 
the pipeline

Events Send info between plugins or from the 
application to plugins

Messages Post info on message bus for collection 
by the application

Queries Allow applications to request 
information from the pipeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GStreamer provides several mechanisms for communication and data exchange between the application and the pipeline.
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DEEPSTREAM BUILDING BLOCK

• A plugin model based pipeline architecture

• Graph-based pipeline interface to allow 
high-level component interconnect

• Heterogenous processing on GPU and CPU

• Hides parallelization and synchronization 
under the hood

• Inherently multi-threaded

Input +
[Metadata]

Output + 
Metadata

Low Level API

HardwareGPU

PLUGIN

LOW LEVEL LIB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll take a closer look at the underlying components of deepstream.The primary building block is the plugin.It’s based on the gstreamer framework and creates both a simple to understand interface but with powerful capabilities.By enabling multi-threaded, parallel, heterogeneous processing, the plugin will provide the most optimized performance.There are typically 3 types of plugins:Source elements generate data for use by a pipelineFilter elements have both input and outputs pads. They operate on data that is received from their input pads and will deliver processed data on their output pads.Sink elements are end points in the media pipeline. They accept data but do not produce additional data to pass on.The interconnection of multiple plugins create a pipeline for your application.One last poll question. We’d like to know how familiar you are with gstreamer. Please answer one of the options listed.
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DEEPSTREAM GRAPH ARCHITECTURE

RTSP/RAW DECODE/ISP BATCHING TRACKING VIZULIZATION DISPLAY/
STORAGE

CAPTURE
DECODE, 
CAMERA 
PROCESS

SCALE, 
DEWARP, 
CROP, …

STREAM 
MGMT

DETECT & 
CLASSIFY TRACKING ON SCREEN 

DISPLAY OUTPUT

GigE MM GPU CPU GPU GPU GPU HDMI

ISP ISP VA DLA VA MM SATA

MM CPU

DNN(s) ….
IMAGE 

PROCESSING 
….
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METADATA STRUCTURE
NvDSObjectParams – Contains a subset of metadata information for an object detected in the frame.

GIE_Unique_ID - Multiple neural networks get assigned a unique ID.

Num_rects – Number of objects detected in the frame.

Stream_Id – In case of multi-stream, to identify we need a stream id to associate which stream the 
data belongs to. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s now take a closer look at the metadata structure. Deepstream offers an extensible standard structure.The deepstream metadata structure starts at the frame level data and has an additional subset for object level dataThe GIE_Unique_ID parameter is used to handle scenarios with Multiple neural networks where each network gets assigned a unique IDThe Num_rects parameter tracks the Number of objects detected in the frameStream_Id is used In the case of multiple streams to identify which stream a particular set of data belongs to.NvDSObjectParams – Contains metadata information specific to each detected object and I’ll talk about that in more detail in the next slide.
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METADATA STRUCTURE
NvOSD_RectParams – Bounding box coordinates

NvOSD_TextParams – Label information required for 

display (white car, Mercedes, sedan)

NvDSAttribinfo – Attributes of objects (type, color, 

make)

Tracking_ID – Unique ID of that object from tracker

Class_ID – Type of object (person, vehicle, two-wheeler, 

road sign)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each object that has been detected, we have the following parameters:NvOSD_RectParams – provides Bounding box co-ordinates for the objectNvOSD_TextParams – Label information required for display (white car; Mercedes etcNvDSAttribinfo – Attributes of objects (type, color, make etcTracking_ID – Unique ID of that object from trackerClass_ID – Type of object (Person, vehicle, two-wheeler, road sign)
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Efficient Memory Management

cudaMalloc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optimized data flow in the DeepStream pipeline is essential for real time performance and thus the need of minimal buffer copies within the pipeline and ensuring that all buffers are allocated at the proper plugins with the necessary context.The same concept is applicable across Tesla and Jetson.The data flow is via the GSTreamer buffer where typically each buffer constitutes a frame.Now in case of Tesla:The Decoder receives data in the form of an encoded bit stream either from file sources or network streaming protocols. As the decode uses the NVDEC hardware, it allocates a pool of output buffers from the GPU device memory using the cudaMalloc API. The Decoder decodes the frame and stores it into one of the available allocated buffers. This decoded memory is then shared to all the downstream components in the pipeline such as the nvinfer and nvtracker plugins via a buffer pointer enclosed in the GSTreamer buffer. After the buffer is consumed by the sink plugin the empty buffers are returned back to the pool for processing the next frame. So it’s actually the pointer that traverses within the DeepStream pipeline rather than buffer copy to achieve zero buffer copies in the GPU context. Now if anyone implements a 3rd party plugin for inferencing and the plugin adheres to DS guidelines then it will automatically ensure that zero buffer copies happen as well.
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT
GPU to CPU Copy

cudaMalloc

Efficient Buffer Copy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the plugin requires data to be accessed in the CPU context, we would need to copy frame data from GPU to CPU memory using the cudaMemcpy API.We provide the same mechanism for shared buffers once the data is in either CPU or GPU space.
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GPU

gst-nvvideocodecs

NVDECODE API

DECODER PLUGIN
gst-nvvideocodecs

Encoded 
Stream YUV

Low Level API

Hardware

Input H.264, H.265, VP8, VP9, MPEG2/4

Output NV12

Parameters Bit rate control, i-frame decoding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll start with the decoder plugin.IP cameras are one of the more commonly installed cameras in various use cases due to it’s relatively low cost cabling, long distance transmission and bandwidth efficiency.In order to handle these compressed video streams, we built a capable decoder plugin that can support multiple streams simultaneously for two of the more popular codecs, H.264 and H.265.Both bit-depth and resolution will depend on the platform and it’s underlying hardware capabilities.This plugin can be connected to other plugins that accept YUV data such as the inferencing and video conversion blocks.
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BATCHING
GstNvStreamMux

GstNvStreamMux
NV12/RGBA 
Batched 
Buffer

NV12 / RGBA

Input NV12 / RGBA streams

Output

NV12/RGBA Batched Buffer
Metadata containing information about 
input frames : original timestamps, frame 
numbers 

Parameters

Batch size (int) - Number of buffers in a 
batch
Batch timeout (int) - Time in 
microseconds to wait to form a batch
Width, Height (int) – Scaling factor for 
source frames 
Frame padding (int) – Maintain source 
aspect ratio by padding with black bands
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NV12/RGBA Batched 
Buffer and 

NvStreamMetaNV12 / RGBA

BATCHING - GSTNVSTREAMMUX

Batching

Batch of N 
buffers of size 

(W x H)

Decoder / Camera 1

Decoder / Camera 2

Decoder / Camera…

Round robin

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAMBATCHING

Scaling

Buffers Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Muxer has internal queues for each connected source.Each source’s output buffer is added to the queue for that source – This happens in that source’s output thread.Batching algorithm –Round robin. Tries to collect on an average (batch-size / num-sources) frames from each source per batchCopy metadata for each frame to output buffer’s metadata since it will be required later  (e.g. source-id, PTS, frame-numbers, etc) for downstream componentBatched Buffer is pushed ifBatch is fullBatching timeout is reached before the batch is fullBatching timeout starts when the first frame is collected for a new batchMuxer can output only a single resolutionIf all input resolutions are same – Can copy cuda buffer OR optionally scale all frames to user-defined resolutionIf input resolutions are different – User must specify output resolution. Muxer will scale all frames to this resolution. If the resolution is not specified, pipeline negotiation will fail.No color format conversions – Input and output formats sameSupported color formats – NV12/RGBAMuxer has N sink pads for N sources – each source outputs a single frameMuxer has 1 source pad for output – 1 GST Buffer containing “batch-size” frames with NvStreamMeta
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NVIDIA-ACCELERATED PLUGINS

Plugin Name Functionality

gst-nvvideocodecs Accelerated video decoders

gst-nvstreammux Stream aggregator - muxer and batching

gst-nvinfer TensorRT based inference for detection & classification

gst-nvtracker Reference KLT tracker implementation

gst-nvosd On-Screen Display API to draw boxes and text overlay

gst-tiler Renders frames from multi-source into 2D grid array

gst-eglglessink Accelerated X11 / EGL based renderer plugin

gst-nvvidconv Scaling, format conversion, rotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a list of some of the more commonly used plugins that are included in the DeepStream SDK and accelerated using NVIDIA hardware. Many more plugins are available with DeepStream but I’ll be walking through some of these in more detail to help you better understand their functionality.
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BUILD WITH DEEPSTREAM: 
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
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FRICTIONLESS ACCESS CONTROL WITH DEEPSTREAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frictionless access control is becoming one of the most widely deployed applications of IVA. It uses face recognition to open or close gates without needing to swipe badges or punch in codes. In a recent study published on using face recognition for boarding airplanes, frictionless access control at boarding gates has reduced the boarding time by nearly half. What use to take about 40 min now takes abut 20. Which means faster turn around of airplanes. Which means higher utilization of the already tight resources of an airport. With this operational efficiency also comes safety from imposters. Deepstream with its high throughput and low latency offers all the tools to build these applications rapidly. Infact we prototyped this in Nvidia’s HQ for employees and use it on a daily basis. – PLAY VIDEO. 
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ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

Camera 1

Gate

Camera 2

Entrance

Exit

Face 
Recognition

Ethernet

Ethernet

RS485

Control Panel

Policy Engines

DeepStream
Application

Control
System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A typical access control system comprises of a door with a lock – in this case a turnstile. A camera. An appliance to run the face recognition algorithmA control panel that controls the actuators to lock/unlock the gate And some kind of a policy engine that defines the privileges for all the users. 
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PERCEPTION GRAPH

Decoder Downscale 
and Rotate

Person 
detection 

ROI entry 
detection

Video 
capture NAS storage EthernetRTSP ROI exit 

detection

Rotate 
and crop Face recognition library

START/STOP Frame#

OSDP RS485

R
O

I-1

G
ate

Camera 1

Camera 2

R
O

I-2

Person
Entering

Card 
Reader

FR Happens &
Accumulates Results

ID sent
Entrance Exit

COMM PLUGIN DETECTION, CLASSIFICATION & TRACKING PLUGINSPREPROCESSING PLUGINS COMMUNICATIONS PLUGINS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deepstream can be used build an application for the face recognition appliance very rapidly. It starts with capturing streams thru an RTSP receiver. The streams are decoded, downscaled cropped and rotated (landscape to portrait). Then a deep neural network using TensorRT is used for detecting people in the scene. A region of interest (ROI) help define the zone in which a valid entry or exit must be considered. This helps in crowded environments where only one face needs to activate the FR system at anytime. It also helps with tailgating and tuning the exact time to open the gate. The ROI is a programable region and uses a CSV file to define it. A valid detection in the ROI triggers the face detection and recognition. These are alteast 2 DNNs – 1 for detection, 2nd for extracting face attributes and then a comparison engine to match the face to a database. Larger databases can benefit from GPUs in memory DBs to speed up search and matching. A valid search generates an OSDP message to the control panel. The OSDP message contains the user ID information. The control panel compares this user ID to its databases from the policy engine. Depending on privileges, the control panel signals the actuators to open the door or not. 
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SMART PARKING SOLUTIONS WITH DEEPSTREAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets take another everyday example.Smart parking. This example reflects many of the use cases found in smart cities for Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS). Just like access control we used of HQ building to implement a solution using the deepstream SDK to help identify open parking spots. To identify anomalies like a broken car in the aisle. It helps facilities understand the utilization of the space over time, plan for things like EV parking spots and more. Idea is to use camera to be able to identify cars (thru lisc plates), track them to their spot, help them identify open spots and do this all in realtime. The garage is a 2 story structure with > 150 camera fish eye cameras. Each camera is processed in real time using an on-prem server. 
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Detection and 
classification

PERCEPTION GRAPH

Decoder Dewarp library Detection and 
classification

Global 
positioning Tracker Transmit 

Metadata
Analytics 

server

Camera 
calibration ROI calibration

ROI: Lines ROI: Polygon360d feeds Dewarping

RTSP

COMM PLUGIN PREPROCESSING PLUGINS DETECTION, CLASSIFICATION  & TRACKING PLUGINS COMMUNICATIONS PLUGINS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The application graph looks like this. Again it starts with the capture of video over RTSP. Video is decoded. Since these are warped images, they are first dewarped using CUDA accelerated libs. Then they are sliced in 3 surfaces. Each surface is then treated as a separate camera stream and processed thru DNNs to identify cars and open spots. A tracker help keep track of cars location as they travel thru the frame. All of this information is converted to metadata and transmitted to an analytics server for further compute. More on the analytics server  a few slides later. The key here is that all the 150 cameras are processed thru this graph in realtime. This is a typical example of the distributed camera system. It happens to be in a parking lot. But could equally be in a city or mall or a large store. The principles of solving for all those applications are the same as this garage. 
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GETTING STARTED 
RESOURCES 
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MULTI-STREAM REFERENCE APPLICATION

GST-NvInfer
(Car-Detect)

Gst-
uridecode

GST-
NvTracker

(Car-Color)

(Car-Model)

GST-NvInfer
(Car-Make)

GST-
NvEglglessinkGST-OSD GST-Tiler

Gst-
uridecode

GST-NvInfer
(Car-Detect)

VIDEO 
DECODE STREAM MUX PRIMARY 

DETECTOR
OBJECT 

TRACKER
SECONDARY 
CLASSIFIERS

ON SCREEN 
DISPLAY TILER RENDERER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the reference application packaged with DS2.0The application shows 30 HD streams running at 30FPS. Each stream is process thru 4 DNNs. A primary detector that separates cars and pedestriansThere are 3 secondary classifiers – for make, model, and color. The OSD API takes care of the on scree display – including things like creating and filling bounding boxes. 
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REFERENCE APPLICATION VIDEO
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CONFIGURATION FILE

DeepStream 2.0 reference config file: source4_720p_resnet_dec_infer_tracker_sgie_tiled_display_int8.txt.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

- Measure KPIs & identify gaps 
- throughput, supported stream count

- Utilization information to understand bottlenecks
- nvidia-smi

- Latency measurements to further debug and identify rate limiting processes
- using gst-logs

- Kernel execution profiling for fine grained analysis
- using nsight, nvvp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an approach we recommend for analyzing performance.First, Set the KPIs that are critical to the system and understand any gaps in the expectations compared to the reality.We offer tools like Nvidia smi to show utilization of each of the hardware blocks that will help identify bottlenecks which I showed earlier for the reference application.I’ll show later how latency through each plugin can be measured using log files.And we have a number of other tools that help view system wide performance.We see many developers build plugins independently without realizing that they may be competing for the same resources so it’s important to look at the full system pipeline.
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ONLINE RESOURCES

• Gstreamer Plugin and Application Development Guide

• https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/documentation/

• NVIDIA DeepStream SDK

• https://developer.nvidia.com/deepstream-sdk

• Blog

• https://devblogs.nvidia.com/accelerate-video-analytics-deepstream-2/?ncid=so-int-
dmsk20ntllh-43648

• Webinar:

• http://info.nvidia.com/streamline-deep-learning-for-video-analytics-with-deepstream-sdk-reg-
page.html?ncid=so-int-wrdmsk20ntl-43606

https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/documentation/
https://developer.nvidia.com/deepstream-sdk
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/accelerate-video-analytics-deepstream-2/?ncid=so-int-dmsk20ntllh-43648
http://info.nvidia.com/streamline-deep-learning-for-video-analytics-with-deepstream-sdk-reg-page.html?ncid=so-int-wrdmsk20ntl-43606
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NVIDIA METROPOLIS ADOPTION

OEM

VMS

ISV
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START DEVELOPING WITH DEEPSTREAM

DEEPSTREAM .    EXPLORE METROPOLIS .    SUPPORT FORUMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether you are well underway in developing an IVA application or you are exploring potential opportunities, Deepstream can help you accelerate your IVA application development using Deep learning on NVIDIA hardware.Please visit out website to learn more about how to download the deepstream SDK, explore our metropolis platform for smart cities and the large ecosystem of partners and collaborate with other developers on our IVA forums.Thanks for attending this webinar. We’ll now go into our Q&A session.

https://developer.nvidia.com/deepstream-sdk
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/autonomous-machines/intelligent-video-analytics-platform/
https://devtalk.nvidia.com/default/board/208/intelligent-video-analytics/
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